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Abstract 
We are interested in separating classes in the exponential-time hierarchy, EXPH, from classes 
in the polynomial-time hierarchy, PH. In this paper we show that, for any fixed integer c, the 
class of sets accepted in deterministic polynomial time using at most O(n’) queries to an NP 
oracle PNpro(n’)l, is a proper subset of NEXP. This improves a previous result by Fu et al. [7]. 
Furthe;, we generalize this separation to related levels of PH and EXPH showing that, for any 
fixed integer c and i > 1, LI~[~(“‘)’ s Cf!f’. This improves the long standing separations which 
result from the relativization of the time hierarchy theorem [9,6, 17,3, 11. 
1. Introduction 
The structural properties of exponential time classes do not always mirror those ex- 
hibited by related polynomial-time classes. Specifically, some of the techniques which 
are used to demonstrate results in the polynomial-time hierarchy do not generalize 
to exponential-time hierarchies. For one, it has not been shown that general down- 
ward separation results which apply to the polynomial-time hierarchy can be dupli- 
cated in natural exponential-time hierarchies. In fact, if a collapse at some level of 
the exponential-time-hierarchy, EXPH, implies the collapse of the entire exponential- 
time hierarchy to that level then, using the time hierarchy theorem, we could easily 
show a separation between that level and the polynomial-time hierarchy. For exam- 
ple, if under the assumption that NEXP = co - NEXP the exponential-time hierarchy 
collapsed to NEXP then it follows that PH 5 NEXT. To see this, assume that, for 
some i, NE_%? C A: then, by closure under complementation, NE_%.? = co -NExP and 
by assumption NEXP = EXPH. This implies that A: = A?= which contradicts the 
time hierarchy theorem with respect to relativization. In this paper we will show that, 
under the assumption that Zy = co-CFxp, for i 2 1, small collapses do occur in the I 
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exponential-time hierarchy. These collapses are then used to improve previously known 
separations between classes in EXPH and PH. 
As was mentioned above, it would be useful to show that, under a specific assump- 
tion, EXPH collapsed to some level. Oracle results indicate that, under reasonable 
assumptions, the collapse of EXPH or EH is difficult to prove. These results also 
give further evidence that the structure of the polynomial-time hierarchy differs from 
that of exponential-time hierarchies. In [4] Buhrman and Torenvliet give an oracle A 
such that EXPA = NEXPA but NEXPA # EXP Np. Further, Hartmanis et al. [8] show 
that there exists an oracle A such that EA = NEA but NEA # Cf. This leads them 
to comment hat the upward collapse of the polynomial hierarchy, which is implied 
if there is a collapse at any level of the polynomial hierarchy, may be a peculiarity 
of the structure of the polynomial hierarchy and not the general case. Nevertheless, 
Hartmanis, Immerman and Sewelson still conjecture that if E = NE then this implies 
the collapse of the entire exponential-time hierarchy. 
In this paper we show that there is a collapse in EXPH of every class d~Ipo’yl 
to Cfxp (where A,+, ExpbOlyl denotes the class EXP’: restricted to polynomially many 
queries) under the assumption that .ZfXp = co - ZFxp. Previously, in his investigation 
of the strong exponential-time hierarchies, Hemaspaandra showed this upward collapse 
with regard to the lowest level of EXPH [l 11. Our proof of further upward collapses 
in EXPH extends his result. In addition, we exploit this collapse to show that, for 
i > 1, every Zi level of EXPH separates from Af$(“‘)‘, where A$)(“‘)’ denotes the 
class P’p restricted to O(nC) queries for a fixed constant c. This improves previously 
know separations between corresponding levels of EXPH and PH which result from 
the relativization of the time hierarchy theorem [9,6, 17, 11. 
A consequence of our result is that, for any fixed constant c, PNP[qnC)l is a proper 
subset of NEXP. This improves a corollary to the Fu et al. result [7] that NE s 
PNP[nd”l, namely that P NP[nd”l s NEXP. Further, with reguard to NEXP, our result 
is optimal for relativizing proof techniques. Buhrman and Torenvliet [4] construct an 
oracle A such that NEXPA L P Np The main theorem also gives inequalities between . 
various classes and classes in EXPH. For example, a corollary of the main theorem 
is that ENp[q”‘)l # NEXP. 
Results are also shown with regard to nonadaptive (i.e. truth-table) computation. In 
this case, an oracle machine must make all queries nonadaptively or, in other words, in 
one step of the computation. Future queries may not depend on the answers to earlier 
queries. These classes have been well studied in the literature, particularly with respect 
to polynomial-time-bounded computation. In this setting we show that Pi’ s NEXP 
(previously shown by [7]) and Erp # NEXP. 
2. Preliminaries 
All languages considered are subsets of Z = (0, l}*. Strings are elements of C* 
and are denoted by w,x, y, etc. We use 1x1 to designate the length of x, where x is an 
element of a 
may assume 
Let 
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language. Let (., a) denote a natural encoding of two strings into one. We 
that this pairing function is polynomial-time computable and invertible. 
E = u DTZME(2’“), 
C>O 
EXP = u DTZME(2”“), 
CBO 
NE = U NTZME(2’“), 
c,o 
NEXP = u NTZME(2”’ ) . 
c,o 
Let A40,Mt,M~, . . . be a fixed enumeration of Turing machines. Let Li = L(Mi), the 
language accepted by machine Mi. For any of the standard complexity classes we 
may consider an enumeration {M,} of machine for that class. Specifically we will 
consider an enumeration of nondeterministic Turing machines for NEXP and define 
Kzfw = { (e,x, t) 1 Me accepts x in < t steps} which is a <i-complete set for NEXP. 
The standard notion for oracle Turing machines will be used. We denote the fact 
that L is Turing reducible to A in time g(n) by L < r ‘(“)A If TIME(g(n)) 2 C for some . 
complexity class C, then L E CA. 
The number of queries to an oracle can be limited. If L is in CA for a fixed oracle 
set A via Turing machine M and on input x, where 1x1 = n, at most f(n) queries 
are made to A, then we write L E CAIf(n)l or simply L E CALF], where F is a family 
of functions and f E F. In particular, the classes P*[f@)l, and EXP*[f@‘)l will be 
considered for various sets A and functions f. The following classes of functions, as 
previously defined in [2], will be used. In each case f is from N to N. 
log = {f ) f(n) = c log, n for some constant c }, 
POlY = If I f(n) = cnk for some constants c, k }. 
We will also consider g(n) time-bounded truth-table reductions denoted by <$“‘. 
We say A < $“)B if and only if A < r ‘(“)B via an oracle Turing machine which always 
queries B nonadaptively; i.e., the oracle Truing machine writes down on the query 
tape all the queries to be made during the computation before any word is queried. If 
TZME(g(n)) G C for some complexity class C then we write L E C;;‘. 
Definition 2.1. For a function f, let C,/ (n,f) denote the class of languages accepted 
by a ACk(AZ7k) alternating Turing machine which runs in time f(n). For a class of 
functions F, Cp = UfEF zkf and J7: = lJ fEF n{. We define hierarchies via alternating 
machines as follows: 
Letting F = {p(n) I pis a polynomial} we obtain the usual levels of the polynomial- 
time hierarchy, PH. 
Letting F = { 2’Os’ nI c is a constant} we obtain the levels of the polylog hierarchy 
PLH. 
Letting F = {2cn I c is a constant} we obtain the levels of the exponential-time 
hierarchy EH. 
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Letting F = {2p(“) 1 pis a polynomial} we obtain the levels of the exponential-time 
hierarchy EXPH. 
The ith sigma levels of PH and EXPH will be denoted Cp and Cyp, respectively. 
The pi levels will be denoted np and nfXp(or CO--C~~~). 
Chandra et al. [5] show that the polynomial hierarchy, which had previously been 
defined inductively by Meyer and Stockmeyer [15, 193, can be defined via alternating 
Turing machines as above. They also acknowledged that other time-bounded hierarchies 
could likewise be defined via alternating machines. The definitions given above for 
PLH, EXPH and EH follow easily form their observation. 
Each of the hierarchies in Definition 2.1 can also be defined inductively. The in- 
ductive definition of the exponential hierarch, EXP first appeared in [ 181. Using the 
inductive definition, classes usually denoted by Ai are also considered. The inductive 
definitions of PLH, EXPH and EH are based on using the class .Zp as an oracle to 
build the (i + 1 )st delta, sigma and pi levels. 
Definition 2.2. 
Af‘xp = Ctxp = nfxp = Exp; 
A!xp = Em’:- 1 I for i > 1; 
Cfxp = NEXP’P- 1 for i 2 1; 
nFxp = ~0 -NEXPzp-~ for i 2 1; 
EXPH = ,‘;b AExp ,Fo .Zfxp ,yo nfxp, 
‘1 ‘/ ‘/ 
The above inductive definition for the EXPH is preferable over a definition which is 
analogous to the inductive definition of PH (in which case Ay would be EXP’f:;, 
for i 30). First, note that using Definition 2.2 the running time of a machine for the 
oracle is bounded exponentially in the length of the input of the base machine hence 
all classes in EXPH are in EXPSPACE = Ucgo DSPACE(2”‘). In contrast, the class 
EXPHNExp contains EXPSPACE. Further, the characterization f EXPH via alternating 
Turing machines given in Definition 2.1 follows naturally form Definition 2.2. 
As the classes which we will consider are modeled using oracle Turing machines 
we can consider variations of the Turing machine model. Specifically, in terms of the 
exponential hierarchy: 
C~plF1 is the set of languages in NEXP’~--I[~I, 
d~xplF1 is the set of languages in EXP”~-I[~~, 
Ay is the set of languages in EXPz’-’ . 
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3. Main result 
A consequence of the fact that the time hierarchy theorem relativizes is that ev- 
ery level of the polynomial hierarchy separates from the corresponding level of the 
exponential time hierarchy [l]. We improve this separation by showing that, for all 
i 2 1 and for any fixed constant c, A~$‘“c’1 is properly contained in ZFp. First, we 
show that, for i 2 1, every A:+,, ,f level of the polynomial hierarchy is properly con- 
tained in the ZFxp level of EXPH. Using the propositions, lemmas and techniques I 
which are developed in this proof and, with one additional step, it follows that, for 
any fixed constant c, A$(“‘) s CExp. The proof of both results generalize and extend 
several observations made by Hemaspaandra about the class PNExp. 
In [l 13, Hemaspaandra gives a downward separation result showing that 
if NEXP = co - NEXP then NEXP = PNExp. 
Further he shows that EXP;)’ is contained in P NExp. Consequently, if NEXP = co- 
NEXT then NEXP = EXP:‘. We explore these observations with respect to the classes 
pZfXP for any i and show that, for i > 1, 
if Zfxp = co- CFxp then Cfxp = p 
p? 
1 . 
Similarly we show that Ayf’,, is contained in Pzfxp and further that AF$[pO’yl = 
A!$, = Pz f”’ 
the class Cexp 
for i 2 1. Now, for any i 2 1, under the assumption that Cfxp = A:+,,,, 
will be 
This implie; that A:+,, n 
closed under complementation and therefore equal to A:$‘,,. 
= Af:[tt which contradicts the time hierarchy theorem with 
respect to truth-table reductions. 
In the next lemma we demonstrate that, for i > 1, the classes A~~[pOlyl, A::;,, and 
pZf”’ accept the same set of languages. The proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 do not rely 
on the equalities given by Lemma 3.1 but only depend on the containment relationships 
of these classes. Lemma 3.1 has been included for additional insight into the classes 
under consideration. 
Lemma 3.1. Af+~[pO[yl = Af$, = Pzfxp, for all i 2 1. 
Proof. First we claim that, for any oracle A, EXPIPO’J’l G EXP:. This statement is a 
straightforward generalization of a similar result covering the polynomial-time hierar- 
chy. We give a sketch of the proof. 
Let L be a language in EXPAIPOM and A4 an oracle Turing machine which computes 
L. Let p be a polynomial that bounds the number of queries made by A4 given input 
x. For any input x to M we can examine the full computation tree that results from 
considering all possible queries and query answers. Given the polynomial bound on 
the number of queries, there are at most 2J’(lxl) queries in the full computations tree. 
If all queries are generated before any queries are made to the oracle, then all queries 
can be made nonadaptively in exponential time, hence A is in EXP{. 
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Next we show that for all i 2 1, A$*, G Pzfxp. 
Let L E AFT;,, via oracle machine M using a fixed oracle set A in Zr. Let 2J’@), 
where p is a polynomial, be the running time of M. Consider input x with 1x1 = n. 
If we know how many of the 2p(“) queries made to A receive a YES answer then 
a Cfxp machine can guess which queries receive a YES, verify that they are in fact 
in A and then simulate the computation of M on x substituting the correct oracle 
answers. So given the correct number of YES answers only one query to a Cfxp 
oracle is needed to determine if x E L. Since the number of correct YES answers can 
be found in polynomial time given a Cfxp oracle via binary search, we conclude that 
Af$t C P=f”‘. 
tie have that A!xp[“*M C A~x;tl c Pz:“‘. IfI - , It remains to show that PzFxp c Af$[po[yl. 
In general, given a fixed enumeration, {M,}, of nondeterministic oracle Turing ma- 
chines which run in NEXP time we have the following complete set for Cfxp: 
Kz;xp = { (e, x, t) 1 h&f’- on input x accepts in time 1). 
We can also consider the set 
Di = {((e, X, 4, Of) I(e, X, 4 E Kzy), 
which is formed by padding elements of Kz ;_YP with a possibly exponentially long pad. 
Observe that the machine recognizing K,, EXP in exponential time runs in polynomial 
time with respect o inputs from Di (thus, Dj E Zp), and that (e, x, t) E Kz~xp if and 
only if ((e, x, t), 0’) E Q. 
Assume L is a language in P’:f”’ and that M is a polynomial-time oracle machine 
computing L. Without loss of generality, we assume the oracle set is Kzfxp. Define a 
deterministic oracle Turing machine M’ as follows. Assume that Di, as defined above, 
is the oracle set used by M’. On input w, M’ simulates M on w. If during the simulation 
M queries Kz;xp on q = (e, x, t) then M’ queries Di on ((e, x, t), 0’). If ((e, x, t), 0’) E 
Di then M’ proceeds with the simulation of A4 as if (e, x, t) were in Kz;~. Otherwise, 
M’ proceeds as if the query were not in Kz;xp. If the simulation ends in an accepting 
state then M’ accept, otherwise M’ reject. Since (e, x, t) E Kz;xp - ((e, x, t), Ot) E Di 
and ((e, x, t), 0’) can be constructed in time exponential in the length of w, all queries 
are constructed and answered correctly in exponential time. As only polynomial many 
queries are made L(M) E Af$[poM. 0 
For i= 1 Hemaspaandra showed that Af$[rCPZfxp [ll]. In the proof of Lemma 3.1 
we have generalized Hemaspaandra’s u e of census techniques, which gives us the 
ability to count the number of stings length n in a set. Further examples of the use of 
census techniques can be found in the following papers by Mahaney[l4], Kadin[l3], 
and Immerman [121. 
Lemma 3.1 gives that ,!%PNp[pO’Yl = EX?‘~p = PNEyp. Note that PNEyp = EXP$’ is 
a peculiarity of the EXPH hierarchy that does not carry over to the EH hierarchy. 
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Since Hemaspaandra showed that PNE = PNExp [l l] and since Eip s EXP:’ we can 
conclude that Efp # PNE. 
The following lemma shows that there Es a small collapse in the exponential-time 
hierarchy under the assumption that Cfxp = co- Zyp for i 2 1. 
Lemma 32 For i>l, Cexp = CO-.??~~ . . I I implies that Cfxp = Pzfxp. 
Proof. Assume for some i, that Zfxp = co-Zfxp. Let L E Pzfxp. Consider the oracle 
Turing machine computing L. For ever query q made to a Cfxp oracle, since CFxp = 
CO-C~~~, it is sufficient o guess and check a witness for q to determine the oracle 
answer. As this is a Zyp computation, this implies Cyp = Pzfxr. 0 
Baker, Gill and Solovay observed that the basic diagonalization techniques used to 
prove the time hierarchy theorem relativizes o if time classes ri and Tz are distinct via 
the time hierarchy theorem, then so are T;’ and T;” for any oracle A [l]. This can be 
extended further to show that the classes T& and T& also separate for any oracle A. 
Theorem 3.1. Let tl be a time constructible function such that 
niL(t2(n) log h(n))lh(n) = 0 
then, for any oracle A, DTZME(tl(n), A, tt) contains a language which is not in 
DTZME(tz(n), A, tt), where A, tt indicates that all queries are made nonadaptively 
to the oracle A. 
Proof. We construct via diagonalization a set L in DTZME(tl(n), A, tt) which is not in 
DTZME(tz(n), A, tt). For x in (0, l}*, let M, denote an oracle Turing machine which 
has x as its GGdel number. Without loss of generality, we give a proof for oracle 
machines on input alphabet { 0, 1 }. 
Observe that a language L is computed by an oracle Turing machine which makes 
only nonadaptive queries if and only if L is computed by an oracle Turing machine 
which makes all queries to the oracle in one computation step. 
Fix an oracle set A. We construct an oracle TM, M, that runs in time t,(n) and 
makes only nonadaptive queries to A and disagrees on at least one input with any 
tz(n) time-bounded oracle TM making only nonadaptive queries to A. 
On input w, A4 constructs a tl(n) counter, where n = Iw(. As this function is fully 
time constructible this is possible. Now M simulates MW on input w. If during the 
simulation M, queries an oracle on some set of queries q1 . . . q,,, then M queries A 
on 41 . . . qm and proceeds with the simulation based on the result of the queries to 
A. If during the simulation M, attempts to query the oracle a second time then M 
halts and rejects. Since M has a fixed number of tapes and tape symbols then time 
c . t2(n) log tz(n), where c is a constant, is needed to complete the simulation. 
In order to insure that the simulation of M, is tl time bounded the tl(n) counter is 
decremented with each step of the simulation. After tl(n) steps M halts and accepts 
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only if the simulation of M, on w is completed; all queries to an oracle were made 
in one computation step and IV,,, rejects w. 
So w is in L(M, A,tt) if and only if w is not in t(n/i,, A, tt). Thus L(M, A) # 
L(M,, A) for any 44, that is tz(n) time-bounded and makes all queries to A in one 
computation step. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Given C = UfEF DTIME( f (n)), where F is a fixed family of time- 
constructible functions, 
tf C s EXP then & # Cfxp for i 2 1. 
Proof. Let C = lJfEF DTZME(f (n)), where F is a fixed family of functions and 
C s EXP. Assume C$ = Zfxp. As C,:’ . IS closed under complementation we have 
that Cfxp = CO-C~~~ which by Lemma 3.2 implies CfXp = Pzfxp. We are given by 
Lemma 3 1 that Af:[rt = Pz:“‘. This implies that C$ = AExp . 7 
= EXP$. 
1+, N which is equivalent 
to saying C$ This last statement contradicts Theorem 3.1. 0 
Corollary 3.1. (1) Are s CF?r for i> 1 and specifically Pzp s NEXP. 
(2) Afn # .Y5:!: for ia 1 and speczjically Eip # NEXP. 
(3) AC’ # Cf?T for i Z 1 and specifically PLfp # NEXP. 
The first statement of this corollary is not new as it is implied by a corollary of 
the Fu et al. [7] result that NE s PNP[no”‘], where no(‘) for any fixed n is n raised to 
some power g(n) such that for every r > 0 and for all but finitely many n, g(n) < 
r. It follows from their result that PNP[n”‘l is properly contained in NEXP. Since 
pMi%I = p/P and no(i) majorizes log(n) the Fu et al. result implies that Pfy’ is 
properly contained in NEXP. 
In addition, Fu et al. [7] also show that PzpL s NEXP (where NPL = UC,,, NTIME 
(2”‘g’“)) which is also implied by Theorem 3.2. To see this consider that by padding 
the length of queries it follows that PcpL C PL:‘. 
Next we generalize Theorem 3.2 from tt-reductions to adaptive reductions with a 
polynomial number of queries where the degree of the polynomial is fixed. To do 
this a general time hierarchy theorem which separates relativized classes while also 
considering the number of queries made to the oracle is needed. 
Theorem 3.3. Let tl, t2 be time-constructible functions, where for all n, tz(n) < tl(n); 
inf -dt3(n) logt3(n)Ml(n) = 0 and, for all n, ta(n)< t2(n) then, for any oracle 
A[f(n)], where f(n) is the number of queries made to A for any input length n, 
DTIME(tl(n), A[tz(n)]) contains a language which is not in DTZME(t3(n), A[td(n)]). 
Proof. We construct via diagonalization a set L in DTZME(t~(n), A[tz(n)]) which is not 
in DTZME(tj(n), A[td(n)]). For x in {O,l}*, let M, denote an oracle Turing machine 
which has x as its GGdel number. Without loss of generality, we give a proof for oracle 
machines on input alphabet (0, 1). 
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Fix an oracle set A. We construct an oracle TM, M, that runs in time t,(n) and 
makes at most TV queries to A and disagrees on at least one input with any $(n) 
time-bounded oracle TM making at most td(n) queries to A. 
On input w, M constructs both a tl(n) and a tz(n) counter, where n = 1~1. As both 
these functions are fully time constructible this is possible. Now A4 simulates J4, on 
input w. If during the simulation M, queries an oracle on some query q then M queries 
A on q and proceeds with the simulation based on the result of the query to A. Since 
M has a fixed number of tapes and tape symbols then time c . TV log 23(n), where c 
is a constant, is needed to complete the simulation. 
In order to insure that the simulation of M, is tr time bounded the tr(n) counter 
is decremented with each step of the simulation. Likewise, the tz(n) counter is decre- 
mented with each oracle query. After ti(n) steps M halts and accepts only if the 
simulation of M, on w is completed; no more than t;?(n) queries were made to an 
oracle and M, rejects w. 
So w is in L(M, A[tz(n)]) if and only if w is not in L(M,, A[ta(n)]). Thus 
L(M, A) # L(M,, A) for any M, that is ts(n) time-bounded and queries A at most t4n) 
times. 0 
Corollary 3.2. In each of the following three statements c is any fixed constant and 
i> 1. 
(1) A~[“cl s A~[“‘] and specijcally PNp[“‘] s EXPNp[“c]. 
(2) AF[ncl s Ay[“‘] and specijcally ENp[‘Q s EXPNp[“c]. 
(3) Ay[ncl s A~[“cl and specifically PLNp[“‘) s EXPNp[“‘]. 
Theorem 3.4. Giuen C = lJfEF DTIME(f (n)), where F is a fixed family of time- 
constructible functions, for any jxed constant c, 
if C s EXP then Cz~Pmcl # Cf”’ for i 2 1. 
Proof. Let C = lJfEF DTZME( f (n)), where F is a fixed family of time-constructible 
functions, and C s EXP. Fix a constant c. Assume that Cz~IncI = Cfxp. Since Cz~Incl 
is closed under complement&ion then Zyp = co - Cy which in turn, by Lem- 
mas 3.2 and 3.1, implies that C” = A~+~[pO’yl. Now Cz~[“‘) = EXPz~[PO~). Since 
C’Pl”‘l c E~zrl”cI 2 E~~~IpO’YI this implies that c~~[“‘l = E_J#z~[“cl which contra_ 
diets Theorem 3.3. q 
Corollary 3.3. In each of the following three statements c is any Jixed constant and 
ia 1. 
( 1) A;lo(“c)1 s z;_y and specijkally PNp[o(“c)) s NEXP. 
(2) Af[“(“c)l # Ez and specifically ENp[o(“c)] # NEXP. 
(3) Ay3L[qn’)1 # xz and specifically PLNp[o(“c)) # NEXP. 
This improves all previous results. 
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4. Concluding remarks 
Since NEXP = co-NEXP a NEXP = PNExp, answering the question: 
Is PNp properly contained in NEXP? 
is equivalent o answering the question: 
Is PNp properly contained in PNExp? 
Intuitively, we think these containments are proper but this remains an open question. 
Unfortunately, oracle results offer no assistance in improving our intuition. There is 
an oracle A such that dr # EXPA for i 2 1. To see this let the oracle set A be a 
complete set for NEXP and assume LIP = EXPA for some i. Due to the collapse 
of the strong exponential-time hierarchy, for any i, AT = PNExp [lo]. This gives 
PA # EXF by the relativization of the time hierarchy theorem, hence there is an A 
such that PA # NEXPA. On the other hand, Buhrman and Torenvliet give an oracle 
A such that NEXPA C PNp [4]. So any result which further refines the relationship of - 
PNp and NEXP will not relativize and, at least for the lowest level of the exponential- 
time hierarchy, proofs which improve the separations presented in this paper will need 
nonrelativizing techniques. 
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